The potential performance and flexibility of a compact, quasi-axisymmetric (QAS) stellarator design [1], has been addressed by studying the effects of varied pressure and rotational transform profiles on the global, ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability and the energetic particle transport [2]. The CAS3D [3] and TERPSICHORE [4] code packages were used in the MHD studies while the ORBITMN/ORBIT3D [5,7,2] code package was used for the transport simulations of the three field period QAS.
Introduction
The potential performance and flexibility of a compact, quasi-axisymmetric (QAS) stellarator design [1] , has been addressed by studying the effects of varied pressure and rotational transform profiles on the global, ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability and the energetic particle transport [2] . The CAS3D [3] and TERPSICHORE [4] code packages were used in the MHD studies while the ORBITMN/ORBIT3D [5,7,2] code package was used for the transport simulations of the three field period QAS.
To assess robust performance in a medium-size experiment, the VMEC code [6] was used to obtain magnetic flux surfaces for 30 equilibria near the design point [1] , while keeping the boundary shape and the average beta fixed at 3.8%. The plasma equilibria obtained were designated P0X/I0Y as follows: P00/I00 was the baseline configuration. P01, P02 and P03 were defined so that P01 was similar to P00, P02 was more peaked than P01, while P03 was broader than P01. P04 was a very broad, parabolic pressure profile and P05 was the pressure profile used in helias reactor studies based on the W7-X design. The iota profiles were chosen as follows: I01 was linear, maintaining ι(0) and ι(a) the same as in I00. I02 and I03 were based on I01 and also kept ι(0) and ι(a) as in the baseline case, but with edge shear increased by a factor of 1.5 and 2. I04 was a linear iota profile with ι(0) as for the other profiles, but ι(a) higher than 0.5, similar to I01. The pressure and iota profiles are shown in Ref. [2] .
Stability of the External Kink and Periodicity-Preserving Modes
Stability calculations for the pressure and iota profile variations were made with TERPSICHORE, with a pseudoplasma approximation for the vacuum region, and a conducting wall at 1.5 minor radii away from the plasma boundary. A range of MHD behaviors was found, with a robust region of stability around the design point (see Fig. 1 ). The N=0 and N=1 MHD modes were destabilized by steep pressure gradients, depending on the iota profile. Figure 1 shows how the stability of the N=1 external kink mode depends on the pressure and iota profiles. For pressure profiles P00 and P04 the unstable modes found were similar for all the iota profiles. Global kink modes were generated by steeply peaked profiles near the half-radius and edge localized kink (ELK) modes were found if the edge iota was above 0.5 and if there was a steep edge pressure gradient. These ELKs in the QAS were driven by high edge current densities.
CAS3D extended TERPSICHORE's calculations to equilibria with no conducting wall. Figure 2 shows the global kink instability as calculated by both TERPSICHORE and CAS3D for P02/I00. Figure 3 shows the CAS3D result for beta above the design point: the marginally unstable N=1 eigenfunction for P00/I00 at 3.9% beta for the case where the conducting wall is at infinity, too far away for stabilization.
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Author Index > Figure 4 shows the destabilization of the kink mode eigenvalue with increasing beta, as calculated by the two MHD stability codes. Here the beta was scaled with increasing toroidal plasma current. The N=1 kink mode is calculated by the CAS3D2.vac module of CAS3D, with a conducting wall at infinity, to be stable below beta approximately 3.9% (solid circles). TERPSICHORE (open squares), with a conducting wall at 2.5a from the plasma edge, finds a higher value for the critical value of beta at which the N=1 kink mode remains stable, namely 4.03%. Convergence studies confirm these results. The kink mode is stabilized by a nearby conducting wall for QAS stellarators, as for tokamaks. A simple model is being developed for stabilization of the external kink in QAS.
Energetic Particle Transport
Neutral beam ion losses for hydrogen beams at B=2T are 25% after one slowing down time, using a new complete test particle collision model in ORBIT3D. This is in good agreement with recent calculations [1] , and in contrast to our earlier work which used a simpler collision model [2, 7] . We find little effect on the energetic particle loss from the variations in plasma pressure and iota [2] . Among the different equilibria, the variability in the energetic particle loss was less than ±15% that of the design point, confirming the robustness of the energetic particle confinement in the QAS plasmas.
Conclusions
A series of calculations varying pressure and iota profiles for a compact QAS shows that there is stability of the N=1 and N=0 kink mode near the design point, with kink mode destabilization possible, depending on the pressure and iota profiles chosen. These calculations for edge poloidal flux, plasma boundary shape and beta kept constant also demonstrate that many of the concepts of tokamak MHD are useful in understanding how instabilities arise in QAS. The CAS3D and TERPSICHORE codes agree in calculations of the critical beta below which the external kink mode is stabilized. The two codes identify the same poloidal and toroidal harmonics (m,n) and same radial behavior of the largest Fourier components of a global N=1 kink instability when the pressure profile is steep near the plasma half radius, as well as stability for less steep pressure profiles. Good stability is found from both codes which use different models to describe the vacuum plasma and assume different distances between the plasma and the conducting wall.
Energetic particle loss of 25%, with little change when the equilibrium is varied, is acceptable.
Robust and flexible performance is found for this compact, quasiaxisymmetric.
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